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Abstract

A simple relation between the time-dependent fine-structure and gravitational

constants of a/a2 ~ G/G is derived from the hypothesis that both of these

fundamental constants are related to the more fundamental length scale of nature

as in the unified pregauge and pregeometnc theory of all fundamental forces

From the latest observation of a/a = ( -1 91 ± 0 54) x 1(T1S yr"1 by Webb et

al, it leads to the prediction of G/G = ( -0 154±0 044) x 10"12 yr"1, which is not

only consistent with the most precise limit of G/G = (-0.6 ± 2.0) x 10~12 yr~'

by Thorectt but also feasible for future experimental tests
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I would like to dedicate this talk to Professor Efim Samoilovich Fradkin, the late
Academician, who has contributed so much for the last half century to the modern de-
velopments of quantum field theories ranging from quantum electrodynamics to quan-
tum gravity.

Very recently, Webb ei al. [1,2] have investigated possible time variation in the fine
structure constant a by using quasar spectra over a wide range of epochs, spanning
redshifts 0 5 < z < 1.6, in the history of our Universe, and derived the remarkable
result of

< a > /a = (-1 91 ± 0 54) x 1(T16 yi~l (1 0 < z < 1.6), (1)

which is consistent with a time-varying a. Such possible time variation in the fun-
damental constants of nature was first discussed by Dirac [3] in 1937 He made
not only the large number hypothesis (LNH) that the Eddingtos large numbers [4]
7V,(s a/Gmcm1, S 1039), Ni{= mJaH =* 1040), and N3(^ 4irp/3m,ff3 3! 1079) are
related with each other but also, as a consequence of the LNH, the astonishing pre-
diction that the gravitational constant G varies as a function of time. Since then,
Jordan [5] and many others [6,7] have tried to construct new theories of gravitation or
general relativity in order to accommodate such a time-varying G Although the LNH
has been inspiring many theoretical developments and has recently led us to many new
large number relations [8], the prediction of the varying G has not yet received any
experimental evidence. Recently, Thorsett [9] has shown that measurements of the
masses of young and old neutron stars in pulsar binaries lead to the most precise limit
of

G/G = (-0 6 -t 2.0) x 10~12 yr"1 (68% confidence limit) (2)

In this talk, I am going to derive a simple relation between the time-dependent fine-
structure and gravitational constants from the hypothesis that both of these funda-
mental constants are related to the more fundamental length scale of nature, and to
present a prediction of the relation for G/G for future experimental tests.

Let us first make it clear that throughout this talk we use the natural unit system
of h ~ c = 1 (where ft is the Planck constant divided by 2ir and c is the speed of
light in vacuum) Note, however, that it does not mean that, in discussing the relevant
possibility of the varying fine-structure constant [10], we exclude another intriguing
possibility of the varying light velocity recently discussed in detail by some authors [11]
(as a solution to the problems in cosmology) since varying either h or c is inevitably
related to varying the fine structure constant a ( s e2/4irftc) (if the unit charge e stays
constant). It simply means that we must set up a certain reference frame on which
we can discuss whether physical quantities such as the fine-structure [10], gravitational
[3,6-8], and cosmological [12] constants be really constant

Our basic hypothesis is that both of the fine-structure and gravitational constants
are related to the more fundamental length scale of nature as m the unified pregauge
[13,14] and pregeometric [15,16] theory of all fundamental forces [17,14] A pregauge
theory is a theory in which a gauge theory appears as on effective and approximate
theory at low energies (lower than a cutoff Ai) OT at long distances (longer than Ai"1)
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from a. more fundamental theory [13,14] while a pregeometric theory (or pregeometry)
is a theory in which Einstein theory of general relativity for gravity appears as an
effective and approximate theory at low energies (lower than a cutoff A2) or at long
distances (longer than Â "1) from a more fundamental theory [15,16]. Let us suppose
that the cutoff in electrodynamics A, m and the cutoff in geometrodynamics A,rllv are
the same or at least related to each other as

A, m ~ Ap.av (3)

In most pregeometric theories of gravity, in which the Einstein-Hilbert action is
induced as an effective and approximate action at long distances by quantum effects of
matter fields [15,16], the Newtonian gravitational constant is naturally related to the
ultra-violet cutoff as

G~A£.. (4)

If this is the case, EqB (3) and (4) lead to the relation of

A.*, ~ C - " 2 (5)

This is the famous conjecture by Landau in 1955 [18] there must be a natural ultra-
violet cutoff at the Planck energy G~1/2 where gravity becomes strong.

On the other hand, in most pregauge theories of electromagnetism, in which the
Maxwell action ia induced as an effective and approximate action at long distances by
quantum effects of charged particles [13,14], the fine-structure constant is naturally
related to the ultra-violet cutoff as

a ~ l / l n ( A j m . / M J ) , (6)

where M is a parameter of mass dimension If this is the case, Eqs. (5) and (6) lead
to the relation of

a ~ l / l n ( l / G M 2 ) ' (7)

This is the so-called a- G relation first derived by UB in 1977 [19] in the unified pregauge
and pregeometric theory of all fundamental forces [14]. Note, however, that in some
pregauge and pregeometric thoeries [20] these fundamental constants are determined
as

C ~ M2/A4 and a ~ M4/A4 (8)

so that the a-G relation becomes

a ~ GM2. (9)

Hereafter, I am going to concentrate on the a-G relation in Eq. (7), leaving the a-G
relation in Eq (9) for later discussion

For definiteness, let us write the a-G relation as

a = l//Hn(l/GM3), (10)
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where A is a constant parameter depending on a particular unified pregauge and pre-
geometric model of all fundamental forces In our unified model of the Nambu-Jona-
Lasimo type for all elementary-particle forces including gravity [14,17,191, for example,
the constant is simply given by

(11)

where £ Q1 is the sum of squared charges over all fundamental fennions For N
generations of quarks and leptons, £<32 = 8W/3 s 0 t n a t

A = 8Aty9ir for N generations (12)

Let us now Buppose that the fundamental length scale A"1 be time-varying with respect
to the mass scale related to the mass parameter M Then, we expect that both the
fine-structure and gravitational constants, a and G, are time-varying and that their
time-derivatives, a and G, may satisfy the relation of

a/a2 = AG/G, (13)

which can be derived from differentiating the both hand sides of Eq (10) with respect
to time If instead A"1 stays constant and if M vanes, G must vanish but the time-
derivatives, a and M, may satisfy the other relation of

a/a* = 2AM/M (14)

In order to test either one of these relations in Eqs (13) and (14) experimentally, we
must fix the constant parameter A. In our unified model of the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio
type for all elementary-particle forces including gravity [14,17,19] not only the constant
A is determined as in Eq. (11) but also the mass parameter A/2 is approximately given
by

M2 a 57Vm^/24ir for N generations (15)

so that the a-G relation approximately becomes

for N generations, (16)

where % is the charged-weak-boson mass. Furthermore, we also know that for six
generations of quarks and leptons (JV = 6) the a-G relation of

a es 37r/161n(4ff/5Gn&) (17)

is very well satisfied by the experimental values of a = 1/137, G~1/2 a 1.22 x 10"
GeV, and my? 5* 80 GeV. Therefore, let us assume that there exist six generations of
quarks and leptons or three generations of quarks and leptons and their mirror particles
or that there exist three generations of quarks and leptons, their super-partners, and
more, so that A = 1 6 / 3 T Then, the relations in Eqs (13) and (14) become

G/G = (37r/16Wa2 (18)
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and

M/M = (3ir/32)<i/a2 (19)

Now the relation m Eq. (18) together with the result of Webb et si. [l] in Eq. (1)
immediately leads us to OUT main prediction of

G/G = (-0.154 ± 0.044) x 10"1 V " 1 (20)

We find that this prediction is not only consistent with the limit of Thorsett [9] in
Eq. (2) but also feasible for future experimental tests.

If the a-G relation of the type in Eq (9) holds instead of the one in Eq. (7), it leads
to either the relation of

a /a = G/G (21)

or that of

a/a = 2M/M, (22)

depending on whether the length scale A"1 or the mass parameter M varies while Af
or A"' stays constant. Then the relation in Eq. (21) together with the result of Webb
et al. [1] in Eq. (1) immediately leads to another prediction of

G/G = (-1 91 ± 0.54) x 10-"yr"1 (23)

We find that this predicted value for G/G seems too small to be feasible for experi-
mental tests in the near future although it is consistent with the limit of Thorsett [9]
in Eq (2) On the other hand, the relation in Eq (19) or that in Eq (22) together
with the result of Webb et al. [1] in Eq (1) immediately leads us to another prediction
of

M/M = (-0.077 ± 0.022) x l O ^ y r ' 1 (24)

or

M/M = (-0.96 ± 0.27) x lO^yr" 1 (25)

However, we suspect that either one of these predicted values for M/M seems too small
to be feasible for experimental tests in the near future although such prediction for the
possible time-varying particle masses seems extremely interesting at least theoretically.

In this talk, 1 have derived the simple relation between a and G in Eq (13) or (18)
from the hypothesis that both of a and G are related to A'1 in the unified pregauge
and pregeometric model of all fundamental forces, predicted G/G in Eq (20) from
the observation of a /a by Webb et al. [1], and found that it is not only consistent
with the limit of G/G by Thorsett [9] but also feasible for future experimental tests
In addition, I have derived the other relation between a and G in Eq. (21) in the
other unified pregauge and pregeometnc model, predicted G/G in Eq. (23) from the
same observation, but found that the prediction does not seem feasible for near-future



experimental tests although it JS consistent with the same limit of GjG Furthermore, 1
have also derived the relation between a and M in Eq (14) or (19) in the unified model
and the other relation in Eq (22) in the other model, predicted M/M in Eqs. (24)
and (25), respectively, but found that neither one of these predictions seems feasible
for near-future experimental tests although they look interesting

In conclusion, I would like to emphasize that the recent result by Webb et al [1|
suggesting the varying fine-structure constant may indicate not only the varying grav-
itational constant but also the varying cosmological constant [12] if our picture for
varying constants of nature is right and that future experiments to test our predictions
for G/G in this talk may check not only the at-G relation but also the unified pregauge
and pregeometnc theory of all fundamental forces A few questions would still remain:
1) What is the origin of the varying length scale A"1 or of the varying mass scale
Ml Is it related to the mass field [6-8], the "quintessence" [21], or the Kluza-Klein
extra space in extra dimensions? Are no "constants" of nature constant? After all, it
may be that nothing is constant or permanent as emphasized by the Greek and Indian
philosophers about two and a half millennia ago*
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